16 October 2010
9.30 – 13.00
_Delta_ Hotel Conference Hall
2, Isaccei St.
Tulcea - ROMANIA

Draft Agenda

9.00-9.30  Registration

9.30 – 10.00  Opening Speeches

  Serban Tiganas, President of the Architects’ Chamber of Romania (OAR)

  Serban Sturdza, Vice-President of the Architects’ Chamber of Romania (FABSR President)

  Eyup Muhcu, President of the Chamber of Architects of Turkey (CAT)

10.00-10.30  FABSR Term Presidency Working Report to be presented by OAR

10.30 – 10.45  FABSR Secretariat Working Report to be presented by CAT

10.45–11.30  Round table discussion for views and suggestions by FABSR members: Bulgaria, Romania, Russia, Turkey

11.30–12.00  Coffee Break

12.00–12.30  Administrative Matters

  — Countries willing to undertake term presidency for 2012-2013 and vote for the new Term Presidency
  — UIA Council Representation from Region II (Decision on the person to represent FABSR and UIA Region II in the UIA Council, June 2011)

12.30–13.00  FABSR Tulcea Declaration

  — Presenting of the Draft Proposal by OAR
  — Discussion on actual problems and views for the future
  — Adoption of the declaration

13.00–14.30  Lunch